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FLIGHT ATLANTA TO OFFER CARIBBEAN ROUTES
Premium airline adds new routes to their itinerary
CHICAGO, IL, March 18, 2018 — Flight Atlanta, Chicago’s hometown airline, is delighted to
announce they will be offering new routes to the Caribbean through their Purple Service™. By
adding onto their impressive lineup of flights to Boston, Fort Lauderdale, Los Angeles, Orlando
and San Juan; Flight Atlanta further secures themselves as the best choice for vacation airline
travel.
Flight Atlanta will be the first airline out of Chicago to offer non-stop travel to the Caribbean.
Customers will no longer have to settle for disruptive layovers and can get directly to their
destination, thus maximizing their valuable vacation time. Flight Atlanta wants to put their
customers first, which is why they have created a service with comfort and leisure in mind.
The Purple Service™ offers a unique opportunity for customers to receive a more customized
approach to airline service. Customers are able to order meals off a refreshingly modern tapas
menu created by Gordon Ramsay of New York City Famous Restaurant. The drinks menu also
features specialty cocktails only available on Purple Service™ flights. In-flight entertainment
options include free high-speed internet and free entertainment package that can be accessed
on personal devices or on the 10-inch televisions.

###
Flight Atlanta is Chicago’s 's Hometown Airline™, and a leading carrier in Boston, Fort
Lauderdale-Hollywood, Los Angeles (Long Beach), Orlando, and San Juan. Flight Atlanta
carries more than 32 million customers a year to 92 cities in the U.S., Caribbean, and Latin
America with an average of 900 daily flights.
###
For more information, please contact George Mark, Executive Vice President of Commercial
Marketing and Planning, by email at george.mark@flightatlanta.com or by phone at (555)-5555555.
###

